The Milky Way and many other spiral galaxies show well-organized, large-scale magnetic fields (1, 2, 3) , the existence of which points to a powerful and ubiquitous process which organizes random motions into coherent magnetized structures. The underlying mechanism is believed to be a dynamo, in which magnetic fields are slowly ordered and amplified due to the 1
1 interplay between turbulence and differential rotation (4, 5) . Magnetism in galaxies is usually mapped by observing the orientation of polarized optical and radio emission from the galaxy itself (3), but these data have limited spatial resolution (6) and can be difficult to interpret (7) .
An alternative, direct determination of the geometry and strength of magnetic fields comes from the Faraday rotation of background radio sources (8, 9, 10) , an effect in which birefringence in an intervening magneto-ionized source rotates the plane of linearly polarized radiation. Measurements of background rotation measures (RMs) are free from the difficulties associated with studying polarized emission produced by the source itself, which suffer from a complicated combination of internal and external Faraday rotation, depolarization, and optical extinction.
We have studied the magnetic field of the LMC, using 1.4-GHz polarization data recorded as part of a hydrogen line survey (11) carried out with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (12) . Over a field of 130 square degrees, we have calculated RMs for 291 polarized background sources. Of this sample, about 100 sources lie directly behind the LMC. We used 140 measurements of sources lying outside the LMC to subtract a mean RM, presumably resulting from foreground Faraday rotation in the Milky Way. The resulting distribution of residual Faraday rotation (Fig. 1) shows a strong excess in RM across the extent of the LMC. The implied magnetic field demonstrates spatial coherence: the eastern half of the galaxy shows predominantly positive RMs, while in the west the RMs are mainly negative.
We have converted position on the sky to a location within the LMC disk for each RM measurement, assuming that the galaxy is inclined to the plane of the sky at an angle i = 35
• , with its line of nodes at a position angle Θ = 123 • (measured north through east) (13) . The resulting dependence of RM against position angle within the disk of the LMC (Fig. 2) shows a systematic variation, with the maximum mean RM occurring near the line of nodes. These data can be well fit by a cosinusoid of amplitude RM 0 = 53 ± 3 rad m −2 , demonstrating that the coherent component of the LMC's magnetic field has an axisymmetric spiral geometry (14) , as 2 is seen in other galaxies (2, 3, 14) . The phase of this cosinusoid corresponds to the pitch angle, p, of the spiral field (14) , but in this case we can only infer a weak constraint, |p| < ∼ 20
• , especially
given that the uncertainty on Θ is > ∼ 10 • (13).
In addition to the coherent field, a structure function analysis indicates random fluctuations in RM, with a standard deviation Σ RM = 81 rad m −2 , and occurring on a characteristic angular scale of ≈ 0.1 • , or L ≈ 90 parsecs at the distance to the LMC of 50 kpc. This may represent the evolved supernova remnants (SNRs) and wind bubbles whose interlocking shells dominate the morphology of ionized gas in the LMC on this scale (15) .
To estimate the relative strength of the ordered and random field components, we assumed that ionized gas in the LMC consists of a disk of projected thickness D, in which cells of linear size L contain clumps of ionized gas of filling factor f and density n e (16). In each cell the magnetic field is comprised of a uniform component of strength B 0 plus a randomly oriented component of strength B R . If B R is uncorrelated with fluctuations in n e , it can be shown that:
The occupation length, f D, of ionized gas is DM 2 0 /EM 0 ≈ 530 pc, where DM 0 ≡ n e dl ≈ 100 cm −3 pc and EM 0 ≡ n 2 e dl ≈ 19 pc cm −6 are the average dispersion measure (DM) and median extinction-corrected emission measure (EM) integrated through the LMC, respectively (12). Equation (1) then implies B R /B 0 = 3.6: the random field dominates the ordered field, as seen in many other galaxies (2, 17) .
The actual values of B 0 and B R can also be estimated. If B R and fluctuations in n e are uncorrelated, then the strength of the ordered component of the LMC's magnetic field is
where
The strength of the random field is then B R = 3.6B 0 ≈ 4.1 µG, and the total magnetic field strength on large scales is
We note that in selected regions where B and n e are correlated, as might result from compression in SNR shocks, the above approach overestimates B 0 and underestimates B R , each by factors of ∼ 2 (17).
The polarized background sources are not randomly distributed across the LMC's extent, but tend to avoid areas of bright Hα emission (Fig. 1) . Specifically, background sources are increasingly depolarized as they propagate through regions of higher EM (Fig. 3 ). This suggests 
where λ is the observing wavelength and σ RM is the standard deviation in RMs across the source. To account for the dependence of P/P 0 on EM (Fig. 3) , we need to relate σ RM to the EM along a given sightline. If the magnetic field is uncorrelated with the ionized gas density,
, where k is a constant. With this assumption, the fluctuating magnetic field on a scale l parsecs needed to produce the observed depolarization has a strength Figure 3 , Equation (3) has been fit to the data for P 0 ≈ 0.104 and k ≈ 1.8 rad m −2 pc −1/2 cm 3 . Assuming l < 0.5 parsecs, we find that B r > 5 µG. We thus infer that there are significant RM and magnetic field fluctuations on sub-parcsec scales in the 4 ionized gas of the LMC. This phenomenon is also seen in our own Galaxy, and may trace the turbulent winds and H II regions of individual stars (20, 21) .
Most spiral galaxies are long-lived systems that exhibit significant rotational shear and that experience relatively constant star-formation rates over long periods of time. Coherent magnetic fields in these galaxies are believed to be produced by a dynamo mechanism, in which small-scale turbulent magnetic fields are amplified and ordered by cyclonic motions and differential rotation (2, 4, 5) . However, in galaxies dominated by sudden bursts of star formation and supernova activity, the dramatic injection of energy should disrupt the slow monotonic increase of the large-scale field produced by a standard turbulent dynamo (22, 23) . The LMC has experienced several intense bursts of star formation over the past ∼ 4 Gyr triggered by repeated close encounters with the Milky Way and with the Small Magellanic Cloud (24, 25) , and yet still maintains a coherent spiral magnetic field. Combined with previous results demonstrating the presence of ordered magnetic fields in young galaxies for which the dynamo has had little time to operate (26), and in irregular galaxies which lack significant amounts of rotation (27) , there is now evidence that standard dynamo processes are ineffective in the LMC and these other galaxies. There are several viable alternatives to explain the coherent magnetic fields that we observe. Potentially most pertinent for the LMC is the cosmic-ray driven dynamo, in which recent supernova activity generates a significant population of relativistic particles. The buoyancy of these particles inflates magnetic loops out of the disk; adjacent loops reconnect, and then are amplified by differential rotation to generate a large-scale spiral field (28, 29) . This mechanism not only requires vigorous star formation, as has occurred recently for the LMC, but has a time scale for amplification of only ∼ 0.2 Gyr (29), and so can quickly generate large-scale magnetic fields before they are dissipated by outflows and tidal interactions. This process can thus potentially account for the coherent fields seen in the LMC and other galaxies (30). of > 1 in at least eight frequency channels, and if the quality of the RM fit was better than 90%. A source's overall RM was considered valid if at least five of nine pixels had acceptable
